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ABSTRACT: The paper presents some of the most relevant experiences in the field of structural 
health monitoring recently performed by SGM S.r.l, an experimental company with core 
business dedicated to laboratory and in situ testing. The attention is in particular focused on 
monumental buildings where, aiming to a deep knowledge of the state of conservation of 
structural elements, innovative and traditional techniques have been performed by allowing to 
control and assess structural performances and serviceability, and to detect potential damages. 

 
 

1 STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING ON MONUMENTAL STRUCTURES 

When dealing with existing buildings, the assessment of their reliability is an uncertain process. 
In particular in case of historical or monumental buildings there are uncertainties on the original 
design, on integrity and proprieties of the materials; in addition very often these structures 
during their history suffered damaging process or restoration works that completely changed the 
original structural behavior, Heyman (1995).  

Monumental buildings are unique, characterized by their own history, often resulting in a 
composite mixture of added or substituted structural elements. The uncertainties on the 
materials and structures are also increased by the deterioration frequently accelerated by 
neglects or carelessness, or inappropriate restoration works done in the past, Augusti & 
Ciampoli (2000). 

The recent past has shown that, without an appropriate monitoring, these structures could even 
arrive to a collapse. A relevant example is the case of Noto Cathedral where the importance of 
the exiting crack pattern was culpably underestimating and the collapse of the central nave 
occurred, fortunately during the night, not causing casualty, Bosi (2008). 

Thus, structural health monitoring has recently gained a growing interest in the aim of 
controlling system performances, detecting damage and assessing structural serviceability. For a 
correct structural evaluation, a deep knowledge of several parameters as building history and 
evolution, geometry, structural details, wall construction technique and materials, materials 
properties, material decay map, crack pattern and structure stability, etc. is necessary Several 
non-destructive technique (laboratory and in-situ testings) have been implemented in order to 
determine these parameters and make possible an esteem of the structural characteristics. 
Unfortunately, when dealing with monumental buildings, a complete knowledge of the 
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structure, only by means of localized analyses, is rarely possible because, in addition to the 
structural irregularities and non-uniformity, they often present a complex crack pattern. In those 
cases, a long time monitoring of structural performances under static or dynamic conditions is 
often required. In a static monitoring, the structural performances (in terms of displacements or 
deformations) are monitored together with environmental parameters as temperature, wind,… in 
order to assess if structural behavior is completely induced by environmental influence or if a 
damaging process is in continuous evolution, leading to an decrement of structural stability. 
Dynamic monitoring is instead performed in order to assess the structural response under 
particular dynamic load conditions. 

In what follows, two of the most relevant cases of study that SGM srl has performed on last 
years are presented. SGM srl is an experimental company with a large experience on laboratory 
and in situ testing and a particular interest on monumental buildings. The first case is related to 
the survey campaign performed on San Gaudenzio dome in Novara. Here, in addition to in-situ 
testing on materials in order to assess their integrity, the behavior of the most relevant cracks 
has also been monitored together with temperature variations and wind pressure for 19 months 
(June 2006 – December 2007). 

It is also presented the case of the dynamical monitoring on S.Maria Assunta cathedral of Siena, 
where the dynamical response of the structure under the excitation induced by people during 
Palio horse race has been determined. 

2 IN-SITU TESTING AND LONG TIME MONITORING ON SAN GAUDENZIO DOME  

The construction of San Gaudenzio church in Novara started on 1553 under the direction of the 
architect Pellegrino Pellegrini; two centuries later, the construction of the bell tower followed, 
according to the design of the architect Benedetto Alfieri. The church was finally completed on 
the last decade of IX century by Alberto Antonelli who built the monumental dome, that still is 
one of the highest masonry structures worldwide. Indeed, the structure reaches 122 meters high 
and a total weight of around 5.500.000kg. The pre-existing church of Pellegrini of three 
centuries before, was not designed for such a big dome and thus, already during the dome 
construction, appeared some small collapses. Antonelli reinforced the foundations and the 
pillars that support the dome but other small cracks continued to appear later. The crack pattern 
worried so much that the local authority decided to close the church during the period 1937-
1947 in order to verify the structural integrity. Later, the structure was embedded with a 
monitoring system to control crack open, but only on 2006 a complete campaign survey has 
been provided. 

2.1 The campaign survey 

The dome has been realized at the beginning entirely with masonry; only some years later 
metallic elements as steel chains and rings were added, in order to contain the horizontal drift on 
the supporting structures. Nevertheless, the structure presents several cracks. The campaign 
survey, thus, aimed first to assess the integrity and the efficiency of some structural elements. In 
particular, several tests have been performed on the metallic chains of the dome in order to 
verify that they are still contrasting the horizontal drift of the structure. Later, a complex 
monitoring system has been installed on the dome in order to control the structural 
performances long time.  

Dynamic tests have been performed on the steels chains in order to assess the internal stress and 
verify that they are still strained: a damaged chain would present low value of stress, while an 
undamaged one would have high internal stress value.  
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Figure 1. Dislocation of the steel chains on Novara dome. 

 

According to the string vibrant theory, internal stress is proportional to the square of the 
frequency of vibration ν as  

1

2

t

L
ν =

ρ
  (1) 

where L is the chain length and ρ the material density.  

In order to assess the frequency vibration, a dynamic stress is induced on the chain by the 
instantaneous detachment of a given mass (30 kg of weight); the velocity, logged by a geophone 
placed on the chain, has been analyzed on the frequency domain, Agneloni & Celestini (2002). 
The most significant part of the signal is selected and pre-processed by means of Hanning 
window; finally the relative power spectral density is calculated, by obtaining in this way, the 
natural frequencies of the chain. Power spectral density is often used on signal processing in 
behalf of the fast Fourier transform since it gives the modulus of the fast Fourier transform 
normalized by the number of samples of the signal considered, Newland (2005). In this way 
even the frequency spectra of signals sampled in different ways can be compared. As a check, 
for each chain both the first natural frequencies along z and y directions have been determined 
(where z is the vertical axes and y the orthogonal direction still on the chain transversal section). 
Normally the obtained values must not substantially differ. In figure 2 the time-histories and the 
power spectral density, obtained along both z and y directions, for the chain named A2 are 
represented. 

For reader convenience not all the obtained diagrams are here reported; in table 1, peak velocity 
and first natural frequency along both y and z directions are summarized for some of the tested 
chains. As is possible to verify, natural frequencies along the two direction are almost the same. 
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Figure 2. Time-histories and power spectral density for chain A2. 

Table 1. Peak velocity, natural frequencies and obtained force. 

 Peak velocity (m/s) Frequency (Hz) Force (N) 

z y z y  

Chain A2 0,076 0,005 5,32 5,42 400.471 

Chain A8 0,081 0,006 5,67 5,71 452.937 

Chain A9 0,076 0,010 4,83 4,88 332.122 

 

Frequency values are then introduced on equation (1), obtaining the internal stress of the steel 
chains (last column in table 1). 

All the tested chains resulted undamaged. Therefore it was possible to state that the horizontal 
drift of the dome is still contrasted by steel chains and rings. Causes of crack open are then not 
related to the metallic elements and a long time monitoring has been performed in order to 
verify the environmental influence. 

Figure 3 is a section of the dome at +76,00 m: the sketch represents the most relevant cracks 
that cut the dome and the installed instruments. In particular, the monitoring system, still 
working, is composed by: 20 distanziometers (placed at levels +26,50m, +52,50m and 76,00m, 
monitor the variations of the diameter of the dome), 16 crack transducers (placed along the main 
cracks), 2 thermometers on the air and 8 thermometers on the masonry, 1 igrometer, 1 
anemometer and 1 banderol. 
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Figure 3. Sketch of the dome: cracks and instruments installed. 

 

Frequency acquisition was one value each minute; each hour, the mean value was calculated 
and only this value was saved. Threshold values for the distanziometers and for the transducers 
were also set and a warning was given when the threshold was overcome.  

In figure 4 (on the right), the temperature variations on the air and on the structure are 
represented; on the left, the displacements logged by distanziometers and crack transducers. One 
may note that crack displacements are strongly influenced by temperature variations. Also the 
global movement of the dome, i.e. the variations of dome diameters, are temperature dependent. 
Not particular influence is instead given by wind pressure nor by humidity (see graphs 5).  

Displacements time-histories present a trend (the dotted line on the graph of displacement) that 
is almost horizontal, not anomalous data (anomalous i.e. over the threshold) were logged during 
the whole period. 

2.2 Final results 

The campaign survey has verified the integrity of metallic elements that contrast the horizontal 
drift of the dome. In addition, the long time monitoring has allowed to control crack behavior 
during the period June 2006 – December 2007. Due to the obtained results, one may suppose 
that the cracks, opened probably under load on the initial settlement period; then have continued 
to move around the equilibrium state in reason of temperature variations, without presenting a 
relevant growing phenomenon and this periodic oscillation is still in progress.  
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Figure 4. On the left distanziometer and transducer displacement logged; on the right temperature logged 
on the air and the masonry. 

 

 

Figure 5. On the left wind velocity; on the right humidity variations. 

 

3 DYNAMIC TESTING ON S.MARIA ASSUNTA CATHEDRAL OF SIENA 

The cathedral of S.Maria Assunta, besides being a very important monument, is also a symbol 
of Siena, strongly connected with its history. In particular it is of an incommensurate value the 
beautiful floor made with marble blocks where tales of the classical and biblical tradition are 
depicted. Recent works have discovered under this floor an unknown space, an old crypt, 
extraordinary painted as well. Thus, in order to consolidate the floor, a steel reticular structure, 
that supports the old marble one, has been realized. Local authority was however worried that 
external loads could damage the floor, in particular during the events of Palio manifestation. 
Palio, is an old horse race that twice a year takes place on the main square of the city, not far 
from the church. At the end of the event, the winner and his supporters, are used to enter on the 
church in order to thanks the Virgin Mary and to celebrate the victory. The preoccupation was 
that the dynamical excitations induced by the celebration could be dangerous for the floor.  
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3.1 The experimental campaign 

In order to assess the dynamical behavior of the floor (the package marble floor - steel reticular 
structure), several dynamic tests have been performed by SGM srl on the period 2003-2007. In 
particular, the dynamic behavior of the structure has been monitored in normal conditions of 
stress and for three times during the celebrations that follow the Palio horse race. Thus, only 
natural excitations have been used for the dynamic tests. 

Time-histories of velocity have been analyzed always on the frequency domain; natural 
frequencies have then been determined. The deformations of the floor under load have also been 
estimated by integration of velocity signals. The results obtained on normal load conditions 
have then been compared with those obtained in the moment of maximum excitation (i.e. during 
the celebrations).  

In figure 6, the velocity time-history and the relative power spectral density are represented for 
one of the geophones placed on the structure; velocity signal is the one logged during Palio 
celebration the 16th august 2004. In figure 7, the acquisition and the relative spectral analysis for 
velocity signal logged the 29th September 2004, in what we called a day of normal stress. In 
figure 8, the displacements relative to Palio celebration (on the left) and to the 29th September 
2004 (on the right).  

 

 

Figure 6. Time-history and power spectral density of velocity signal. (Palio celebrations, 16th August 
2004). 

 

 

Figure 7. Time-history and power spectral density of velocity (29th September 2004). 
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Figure 8. Displacement time-history (the 16th August 2004 on the left and on the 29th September 2004 on 
the right ). 

 

The analysis of a long time dynamical monitoring allowed to make some considerations on the 
dynamical characteristic of the structure and on the excitation that it undergoes during the year. 
In particular, Palio celebrations represent the moment of maximum static (in terms of 
deformation of the floor) and dynamic (in terms of acquired velocity) stress for the structure. 
However, resonance phenomena never occurred, not during Palio, neither in the rest of the year. 

This is due to the high value of the first natural frequency of the structure (around 15 Hz) that 
do not allow to human activities to determine resonance on the structure. 

Moreover, the maximum value of velocity logged during the Palio (3,47 mm/s) results 
acceptable according to the UNI standard. 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper are presented some monitoring experiences performed by SGM srl on the last 
years. The attention is focus on monumental buildings, Novara Dome, one of the highest 
masonry structure worldwide, and Siena cathedral, that represents one of the most famous 
monuments of the Tuscany. In both cases, the campaign survey was request by local authorities 
worried for the structural serviceability of the monuments. 

The performed static and dynamic tests allow to assess structural performances and make an 
esteem of structural serviceability. 
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